LIFE AFTER DEATH             26l
Finding himself in the sixth section, still hovering
about the places and persons with which he was most
closely connected while on earth, the average man, as time
passes on, finds the earthly surroundings gradually growing
dimmer and of less and less importance to him, and'
thenceforward tends more and more to mould his entourage
into agreement with the more persistent of his thoughts..
By the time that he reaches the third level he finds that
this characteristic has entirely superseded the vision of
the realities of the astral world.
When all the lower emotions and desires with the
thoughts of a selfish nature have worn themselves out, and
the ego with his steady process of withdrawal has passed
even beyond the finest kind of astral matter, there comes
a time when the astral body, not entirely disintegrated, is-
finally shaken off by an astral death, and the soul, except
that of an unusually wicked man who has no spark of love
or kindness for another or who has slipped into irredeem-
able sin and bestiality, has a kind of gestation period and'
sinks into a brief, peaceful, dreamy c predevachanic un-
consciousness ', to be awakened by a sense of intense bliss
into that part of the heaven-world to which he belongs by
his nature. There is not necessarily a movement in space,..
but the man's consciousness is now focussed into the lower
mental world, where are found also those animals who,
before death, became (individualised ', and attained to the
stature of a human soul.
Q. If death is not the end of life, but is only a step-
from one stage of life to another, what about the violent
grief of those who mourn the loss of their departed dear-
ones ?
Ans. Their grief is, as already explained, not for a real
loss but an apparent one, the result of a delusion and

